What is Communism really...

A simple program to keep people focused in the dupe of class struggle, so that they will never understand the Racial struggle. In this wrong focus the intelligence that would save them, to know the jews, is lost, so that they fall victims into an enemy they cannot understand, predict, or know about. I.e., the agenda of exploitation and conquering of the Jews on top of them. Actions speaks for themselves, as to what is what.

Castro the jew, who is praised endlessly, with his Rolex watches. Probably lighting a cigar for every million Cubans searching in the trash can to hopefully find some food for the day.
Castro's Communist Son, the multi-millionaire.

"Fidel Castro’s son is enjoying a millionaire vacation, while Cubans are starving"

http://www.therealcuba.com/?p=540

Here with the Celebrity Hilton, the racial cousin, taking selfies. "Hoho, how we dumb the Goyim!" might have been the caption.
Bernie Sanders:

Selling promises of the Jews in a repackaging. Veeey Equal!

"Muh Free Stuff Van".

After you sell enough promises to the Goyim, then make the looties fun for yourself and never deliver! That's what jews should be doing! It's in the Torah -Karl Marx (translated in meaning)
Stalin: Large scale robber, thief, murderer, jewish mafia member. Murdered most of Russia just because they were opposing him. Why? Because he was a Racial jew, surrounded by the millionaire jews like Lenin, and he didn't want any 'goyim' offending him. The people of the USSR were hungry for all of the years of his regime of terror. Who cares anyway? That's exactly what communism is supposed to do. Keep the jews at the top, and the goyim on the bottom, where they are 'supposed' to be according to the 'divine Torah'. That's the 'revolution'. Looting and subverting the people of the native states, and putting the jewish clique and caste in the states for rulership, over the native population. "Torah Manifested".

Engels and Marx: Marx, son of a jew, never had to work once in his life. All he did was just sit his ass and translate the Torah and Talmud, aside with his millionaire friend Engels, into a pseudo-political testament to blind the Goyim and guide the ambitious jews to dominate host countries of their liking. Introduced the goyim swindle of 'class struggle' to keep the eyes away from the jews, as in his time they were being discovered for their blatant working exploitation and crimes.

Marx takes the problem his cousins create, presents it as a problem of 'wealth', and not as Ancient Talmud Applied which it was, so since the National Socialists were really wrong about jews, jews instantly take his theory and promote it elsewhere to create the 'left' and the 'communist', 'socialist' garbage. Coincidentally, all of the leaders and 'creators' of this mess were jews, and still are jews down to this day, like Castro.

Mao Zedong: "Since communism needs the abolishment of personal property, let's kill 100,000,000 million people to settle some accounts. Make sure they are rich, spiritual, and have ownership. This should make the 'great march' and 'communization' of china easier."- Maoism in a nutshell. Today, the daily pay for
most Chinese workers is less than 1$. 50 Chinese people live in small apartments, no private space, nothing, the list goes. "Mission Accomplished, fellow jews" -Mao in a Nutshell.

Enver Hoxha, Albanian Communist Dictator: Killed half of Albania, Albanians were locked In factories to work on accord, and some even say that they had created electrical fences, lest any dumb Goyim attempt to escape from all the guards and everything. After the fall of the communist bloc, most of Albanians were left with a totally destroyed economy, forcing the majority of them to migrate elsewhere.


All of the above are GOOD people, according to (((New York Times))), (((Mainstream History))) and all our (((World))) right now, or at least, "NOT BAD ENOUGH TO BE QUESTIONED" or "TAUGHT ABOUT IN SCHOOL".

Adolf Hitler:

"All my wealth belongs to the party and consequently to the German Nation", Adolf Hitler when asked about the sellings of the Mein Kampf, which were on the millions. None of that money went into his personal vanities as he had none, and his life was really his movement, without hair splitting one from the other. Didn't smoke cigars, didn't wear 2 or 3 Rolex to just see the time. Vegetarian, never really cared about food and didn't even own a car. His badge was just who he was and his party suite, which was basically, what all National Socialists wore as well.

Started as a person drifting in the streets of Vienna, homeless, and orphan. All that he owned pretty much was an apartment in Vienna by the end of his life, and also a house that the other high SS officials bought for him, that was rather a sanctuary place or like meeting place, as this house was never 'empty' of SS officials, friends of the party, schools visiting etc. He had enough donors and the party was provided mostly by the followers of it, and people, so that he didn't need to steal any banks like Stalin did, or gangsterize his way to the top. He did it honestly, and had no 'financial' gains out of it. Hitler did nothing corrupted to get in power.

While under his rule, almost all Germany was employed, everything was 'within grasp' for people to buy, people rather had questions such as 'which car am I buying next year', or 'should we as a family have 5 or 7 children', since as you know the National Socialist government gave low interest loans and money for every new child, and helped for every family in need. Higher up, working citizens, would more than likely be able to have a similar house like Hitler, or any other official, as wealth was only a question of work, and not usury, or banking theft abilities. No person in National Socialist Germany was homeless, or in the streets.
Adolf Hitler abolished usury, banking theft, (((interest))) and many other practices. For that, he removed the jews, who to this day scorn him, because he didn't let them profit anymore and give the fatal blow to Germany. Jews who have been 1% of the German population, had 70+% of all leading, top positions on this country that was destroyed and dragged into war. What an insolence to remove the parasite, from the host Nation. Almost a century after, we still hear of "Hitler's crimes". Hitler did nothing wrong.

When Germany went down because of the WW2, the Banking war to eliminate Hitler's financial model that was so successful, and re-instate jewsury, Hitler didn't have any private assets, or any 'double life' away of his people, or any 'hidden fortunes' or anything like that.

If the 'promises' of 'socialism' ever came close to being implemented in any healthy and working way, that was it: National Socialism. If the fake swindles of 'communism' in regards to everyone having a job, nobody hungering, and people living in a paradisiacal state away from impoverishment, freedom to choose and change jobs, and large families, with the majority of belongings to be 'public' for everyone, this was again Germany. If it was for "Nationalism" and its promises of national strength, identity, national honor, and people living balanced between the material and the spiritual as values mainly derive from honor and honorable deeds, here we go again, National Socialism.

There is only one regime that can be successful in the long-term, to generate happy, spiritually elevated beings and people, and that is National Socialism.